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Biomimetic membranes

Biomimetic Lipoglycopolymer Membranes: Photochemical Surface
Attachment of Supramolecular Architectures with Defined
Orientation**
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Dedicated to Prof. Dr. Helmut Ringsdorf on the occasion of his 80th birthday
The assembly of defined supramolecular architectures on a
molecular scale, such as biomimetic membranes,[1–3] requires
the synthesis of multifunctional building blocks and a
sophisticated combination of nanotechnological surface preparation techniques. A drawback of current tethered bilayer
lipid membrane (tBLM) systems is their limited submembrane decoupling distance from the solid support. The
necessity for large (6 nm and more) cytoplasma analogue
compartments originates from several biological and biophysical requirements, such as accommodation of cytoplasmatic subunits of membrane proteins,[4] reduction of the
Frster energy transfer[5] for the use of fluorescent or
photoaffinity probes in vicinity of metal surfaces, and
compensation for surface roughness of sensor surfaces often
preventing good electrical tBLMs properties.[6] Current
polymer-based tBLMs on gold do not achieve membrane–
surface decoupling distances of more than 5 nm, nor are
polymer based tBLMs able to maintain sufficient electrical
properties (resistance of at least several MW cm2).
To overcome these limitations, we have devised a new
strategy to expand the existing scope of tBLMs using
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lipoglycopolymers (LGP). Special emphasis was placed on
increasing the cytoskeleton analogue compartment size
(decoupling distance from the sensor surface) whilst retaining
tightly sealing membranes, which requires the careful design
of the lipid moiety, the tethering polymer, and the reactive
self-assembling monolayer (SAM) to immobilize the LGP.
Furthermore, we introduced a new covalent immobilization
procedure that utilizes photochemical surface attachment to
assemble complex supramolecular architectures of defined
orientation from aqueous solution. This procedure may have
interesting additional applications in the design of new
protein nanoarrays and in bionanotechnology in general.
The idea of using macromolecules as a cushion[7] to mimic
the cytsol/cytoskeleton of the cell to create a hydrophilic
space between membrane and solid support was first introduced by Ringsdorf and Sackmann.[1, 8] Macromolecular
tethers impose several challenging features. They adopt
coiled conformations, which strongly depend on the solvent,
and have a range of molecular weights and lengths, whilst
interchain interactions determine shape and stability of thin
films. Lipid-functionalized small macromolecular tether systems with less than 100 repeating units n that have been used
to date reached no more than 40 % of their maximal
theoretical thickness. Examples include poly(ethyloxazoline)
(n = 50, length 3–3.5 nm)[9] and PEG2000 (n = 45, length
4.9 nm).[10] The requirements for a macromolecular tether can
be summarized as follows: 1) There must be complete wetting
between the surface and the hydrated polymer and between
the membrane and the hydrated polymer;[11, 12] 2) the interaction between membrane and surface needs to be repulsive
to prevent dewetting;[37] and 3) nonspecific contacts by van
der Waals attraction (effective up to about 3 nm) between
lipids and surface must be suppressed.[37]
Of all known systems, the glycocalix of the cell is one of
the most efficient systems to exert the functions mentioned
above. The carbohydrate units of the glycocalix maintain a
relatively high osmotic pressure, allowing a stable cell–cell
distance between 10–100 nm and a high cooperative stabilization within the glycocalix by hydrogen bonding.[4] Therefore, a carbohydrate-modified or -based macromolecule
tether can be envisioned that would enable suitable stabilization within and between tether chains. Theoretical calculations[36] show that to realize a decoupling distance of at least
6 nm, a minimum of twelve b-1,4 linked monosaccharides is
required. Apart from the fact that the synthesis of dodeca-
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saccharides is tedious, it has been reported that glycolipids
with more than four b-1,4 linked glucose monosaccharides
form nonfunctional aggregates with a phase transition
temperature Tm above 160 8C.[13] To circumvent these problems, we designed a novel LGP (Figure 1)[14] that is based on a

maintain a uniform DODA layer whilst compensating for
surface roughness. Furthermore, this method allows the polar
glycopolymer to be linked to the substrate through the repeat
unit closest to the reactive surface group, which may not be
the very terminal group. This process ensures the immobilization of an elongated tether conformation whilst the lower
membrane leaflet shows optimal lipid interaction.
Figure 2 A compares the pressure–area isotherms of
DODA and LGP9000. At high surface pressures, LGP9000
adopts an area of 58 2 per molecule, which is close to the

Figure 1. Photochemical attachment of preoriented lipoglycopolymers
onto gold sensor surfaces after Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) transfer.
Fusion of liposomes leads to the formation of tethered bilayer lipid
membranes. Valinomycin, a cyclic peptide ion carrier, is used to
demonstrate the functional equivalence to biological membranes.

polyacrylate backbone with b-O-3-linked glucose. One study
reported a dynamic exo/endo-rotamer exchange regarding the
ester–glucose–acrylate linkage, which is restricted to the endo
rotamer in methacrylates,[15] thus allowing the acrylate sidechain carbohydrate conformational dynamics. The b-O-3linked glucose is used because it allows the carbohydrate
moiety to also be linked to the activated SAM at its reducing
terminus (see below).
The lipid dioctadecylamine (DODA) was used because it
forms stable LB films[16] and fluid membranes[17] with no signs
of physical gelation,[16] is chemically stable at the polymerization temperature,[14] has no known signal character or
protein interaction (in contrast to other lipids),[18, 19] and is
commercially available. It is introduced by controlled radical
polymerization as the chain starting moiety of a nitriloxide
initiator during d-glucose-2-propenoate polymerization.[14]
The resulting polymers have a narrow polymer weight
distribution of between 1.16 and 1.27. For the work presented
herein, a LGP with Mn = 9000 (LGP9000) and a polydispersity index PDI = 1.17 was used, as LGP5900 can only
theoretically extend to 5.2 nm (5  1 nm achieved in practice;
data not shown), and LGP15000 did not dissolve quantitatively.
As described earlier, the formation of highly defect-free
tBLMs depends solely upon the dynamic interaction of the
hydrophobic lipid domains.[6] A Langmuir–Blodgett trough is
used to form an oriented molecular LGP film at the air–water
interface. This procedure allows the alignment of the lipid
groups to form an extended hydrophobic two-dimensional
surface. Increasing surface pressure results in elongation of
the glycopolymer chains. Langmuir–Blodgett transfer of this
preorganized LGP film onto a gold surface enables the
glycopolymer to adapt its length and conformation to
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 6896 –6899

Figure 2. A) Pressure–area isotherm of DODA (&) and LGP9000 (~)
B) SPS data, Au reference (&), mixed SAM (*), mixed SAM plus ANB
and LPG9000 not extracted (~) and mixed SAM plus ANB and
LPG9000, extracted(+). For values, see Table 1.

minimal area per molecules of DODA (55 2). This area is
large enough to accommodate the glycopolymer chain
because the molecular area of a single monosaccharide unit
is about 40 2.[20] Because biological membranes have a
surface pressure of 35 mN m 1,[21] the LB-transfer of the LGP
was performed at 35–40 mN m 1, which allows an area of 120–
150 2 per LGP. The transfer above the fluid condensed
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phase allows an extended yet flexible glycopolymer tether,
which is important to level out surface inhomogenities.
Surprisingly, the LGP still reaches decoupling distances
close to the theoretical maximum (Table 1), thus underlining

spectroscopy (SPS) data, including irradiation experiments
before and after extraction of the LGP-film with ethanol to
remove noncovalently bound LGP. Within 5 min, more than
50 % of the LGPs were covalently linked to the surface. ANB
mainly reacts via the triplet nitrene,
which is able to react with the
Table 1: Fit parameters of the EIS data (membrane capacitance and resistance) obtained from the
acrylate backbone (shown for
[a]
spectra of Figure 3.
example in Figure 1) or the carboRm [MWcm2] ACPE [Fcm 2]a a
d [nm]
d [nm]
hydrate,[31] and does not show reexperimental
experimental calculated
arrangement to the didehydroazebinary SAM
1.4  0.5
2.0  0.1
0.96
2.5  0.2
2.5
pine that would be necessary for an
azide-functionlized
0.05  0.01
8.0  3
0.96
3.0  0.1
3.0
efficient reaction with amino
binary SAM
groups.[31] Other experiments show
lipoglycopolymer, monolayer before 0.76  0.1
2.7  0.2
0.96 11.5  1.5
12
the formation of an arylhydroxylvesicle spreading
amine,[32] which would allow the
Lipid bilayer after vesicle spreading
2.1  1.0
2.5  0.2
0.98 14.5  2
14.5
+
reaction with the reducing end of
Lipid bilayer + valinomycin + K
0.01  0.002
[a] ACPE is the fit parameter for the CPE obtained from the ZVIEW fit routine, and a is the distribution the carbohydrate moiety (alternaparameter of time constants; for a = 1, the CPE is a pure capacitor. Surface plasmon resonance data tive pathway in Figure 1).
Homogeneous vesicle fusion
(thickness measurements d) are compared with molecule sizes obtained by modeling calculations with
CS Chem3D Pro.
onto these covalently immobilized
LGP monolayers using diphytanylphosphatidylcholine completed the
lipid bilayer and yielded highly insulating tBLMs with large
the stabilizing effect of the carbohydrate interactions. Owing
decoupling distances from the surface (Table 1). This bilayer
to the use of polar protic solvents to dissolve and transfer
was investigated using surface plasmon resonance spectrosLPG, the reactive SAM can not be composed of strong
copy (SPS) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
electrophilic groups that are needed to bind the carbohy(EIS). The impedance spectra (Figure 3 A) allow the capacidrates efficiently. Therefore, we use photoreactive SAMs
tance and the resistance of the lipid mono- and bilayer to be
synthesized on the surface by a two-step process. First we
calculated by fitting the data to the equivalent circuit.[33–35]
prepared a mixed SAM composed of 1-mercaptohexane and
amino-terminated C6- or C12-spacered disulfides, which are
The equivalent circuit (Figure 3 B) consists of a RC mesh
reacted with 5-azido-2-nitrobenzoic acid chloride (ANB) to
representing the lipid mono- or bilayer that consists of a
introduce the photoreactive group.
Mixed SAMs are used for two reasons. First, pure aminoterminated SAMs show reduced reactivity owing to in-plane
interactions[22] and steric hindrance.[23] Second, they prevent a
high initial resistance that would be defined by the C12-spacer
and not by the membrane. 1-mercaptohexane is used as a
lateral spacer to form low-order SAMs with decreased
resistance. If a mixture of 1-mercaptohexane and bis(aminohexyl) disulfide is used, the resulting photoreactive SAM is
not able to covalently attach LGPs to the sensor surface. It is
known that metals introduce additional electromagnetic
decay channels and energy dissipation pathways,[24] causing
nonradiative decay of almost 100 % within 5 nm of the
surface.[25] Therefore, efficient quenching has to be assumed
when short chain SAMs are used. On the other hand,
fluorescence is not fully quenched if the tether is longer
than six methylene units, with a linear increase of fluorescence with increasing tether length.[26] We thus used a
bis(aminododecyl) disulfide in combination with 1-mercaptohexane. Microphase separation of the functional amino
termini is ensured by differences in alkyl chain length of five
to six methylene units,[27] which is known to lead to a fine
distribution of the longer chain[28] with no cluster formation.[29] This pillar-like structure allows an efficient photoactivation of ANB-terminated SAMs on gold surfaces and
Figure 3. A) EIS analysis (Bode plot) of the LGP monolayer before
LGP immobilization within 5 min at wavelengths larger than
(*,*) and after (&,&) vesicle fusion. The solid lines represent fitted
300 nm; this result is similar to conditions reported for
data. Impedance Z versus frequency (&,*) and phase angle versus
solution experiments.[30] Figure 2 B shows the surface plasmon
frequency (&,*). B) Equivalent circuit used to fit the data.
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constant-phase element CPEmem and resistance Rmem of the
lipid membrane, the resistance of the electrolyte solution Rsol,
and the capacitance of the tether Csp containing the diffuse
double-layer adjacent to the gold surface. The Bode plot in
Figure 3 shows a significant increase in membrane resistance
from the LPG monolayer to the bilayer membrane; the
results are given in Table 1. Data measured for the tBLMs
varied from 1 to 3 MW cm2, and single experiments achieved
values over 10 MW cm2 for the resistance of the lipid
membrane. These changes for very good specific resistances
(above several MW cm2) can be explained by a very small
difference in just a few defects over large membrane areas.
The values thus compare quite well with those of the BLMs.[6]
The functionality and reservoir properties of the new tBLMs
were investigated using the ion carrier valinomycin; the date
confirm the formation of a fluid and insulating tBLM.
In the presence of 0.1m potassium ions, a drop in
resistance of up to three orders in magnitude gives rise to
the so-called inflection point in the EIS spectrum that
corresponds well to literature values.[6] The average decoupling distance contributed by the glycopolymer tether yielded
11.5 nm, including 3 nm for the SAM.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the photochemical
attachment of functionally oriented supramolecular architectures to gold surfaces for the first time. The resulting tBLMs
achieved large decoupling distances from the solid substrate
whilst maintaining electrical properties of biological membranes that are comparable to short-chain tBLMs. The
superior properties of tBLMs on rough gold substrates as
well can now be utilized for various applications, such as
biosensor and lab-on-a-chip devices. This new approach to
form lipid bilayers on polycrystalline gold surfaces eliminates
the need to use labor-intense ultraflat gold substrates. Apart
from traditional tBLM applications, the exceptionally large
decoupling of a highly insulating layer from a sensor surface
opens new avenues in molecular electronics and nanotechnology. Extension to other complex surface modifications,
such as block copolymer nanoarchitectures, protein arrays,
and intermolecular protein cross-linking using the photochemical attachment method on metal surfaces can now be
combined with surface patterning techniques such as nanoink-printing, stamping, and photomask techniques.
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